


II. THE ROLE OF THE LEGAL COUNSEL FOR THE VIRGINIA CONFERENCE

The Book of Discipline of The United Methodist Church -2016 describes the Conference 
Chancellor and any associate chancellors as legal advisors to the bishop and the annual 
conference. See Paragraph 603.8, The Book of Discipline -2016, p. 412. See Attachment II. 
The Conference Chancellor, the locally-licensed attorney for the Annual Conference, is named 
upon nomination by the Conference Bishop and elected quadrennially by the Annual 
Conference(s) of their episcopal areas. Virginia's Chancellor was most recently elected at the 
October 31, 2020, Annual Conference. Our Conference Chancellor does not charge any fees or 
costs for participating in the yearly Annual Conference. 

A. ITEM 1--REVIEW OF THE CURRENT

AGREEMENT FOR SERVICES INCLUDING

INFORMATION ABOUT ACCOUNTABILITY

The Chancellor serves as legal adviser to the Bishop and the Annual Conference. When 
the Conference engages the Chancellor for legal services, the engagement can come from a variety 
of sources, most frequently the Bishop or the Assistant to the Bishop. The Treasurer and others 
may also utilize the Chancellor. If a District Superintendent or local pastor has an issue that may 
require the Chancellor's advice and counsel, the District Superintendent or local pastor must go 
through the Assistant to the Bishop before contacting the Chancellor. This gate-keeping function 
allows the Conference to limit the amount of time the Chancellor is working on local church or 
District issues. Since the Chancellor represents the Bishop and the Conference, the Bishop also 
provides checks and balances on legal services, as well as an accountability loop. 

Since August 2012, Steven D. Brown, Esq., has served as the Virginia Conference 
Chancellor. The agreement for services with Chancellor Brown began in 2012 with the 
engagement between the LeClair Ryan law firm and the Conference. The most recent, and current, 
agreement is between the Conference and the law firm of Isler Dare. Chancellor Brown moved 
his practice to Isler Dare on June 8, 2015 and is the founder and managing partner of the Richmond 
office. The engagement letters are as follows: 

• August 7, 2012, engagement letter executed by Chancellor Brown for LeClair Ryan

and Bishop Charlene Kammerer for the Conference, with a reduced rate for Conference

matters;

• June 3, 2015, joint letter from LeClair Ryan and Chancellor Brown stating that

Chancellor Brown was leaving LeClair Ryan and going to Isler Dare and giving the

Conference the choice to stay with LeClair Ryan or transfer the matters to Isler Dare.

Since Chancellor Brown was moving to Isler Dare, Bishop Young Jin Cho signed the

transfer letter consenting to the transfer of the legal representation to Isler Dare;

• September 10, 2019, letter from Chancellor Brown to Bishop Sharma Lewis confirming

Isler Dare's continuing representation of the Conference; and
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